
SOCIAL SECURITY ACTS 1975 TO 1981

gZPKAL FRQM DECISION OE rusv~V OF ArzmuANCE AlZANAKZ BOAHD

ON A QUESTION OF LAW

1. Our decision is that the dete~4~~tion on review dated
1y October i981 and made by a medical practitioner on behalf of the
Attendance Allowance Board is ec~~ueous in law snd is accorR<~~ly
set aside.

2. On 1$ October 1981 a delegated. med1cal practitianer ("DNP")
acting on behalf of the Attend~os Allowance Board reviewed the
cl~~m~~t's claim for attendance allowanoe, but decided in the light
of the evidence that she did not satisfy-either af the dsy or
either of the night oanditions contained in Section $5(1) of the
Social Security Aot 1975, that as a result he cauld not issue a
higher or lower rate certificate,'xd acco&<~ly that the ori&nal
decision of 2O PebrmLry 1981 to the same effeot should, not be
revised. The cl~<m~t s~t leave to appeal an the ground that the
DNP'a decision was e~c~cnus in point of law, and such leave was

given on 28 Jaznxazy 1982. The c>~<~~t suffers from fits, snd leave
to appeal was granted in view of the way in which the MP dealt with
this feature of the c>~<~t~s o~<tian. Vritten s ~<asians were
invited on this aspeot of the case, snd these were duly received
from the Secretary of State. Emoter, .the Chief C~<~sianer
considered that the issues involved were complex snd, difficult, and

thought it expedient that the matter be heard by a Tribunal of
Commissioners and that the hearing take place orally. At the
hearing the Secretary of State was represented by Mr R G 8 Aitken of
+he Solicitor's Office of the Deponent of Health snd Social Security,.
and ve are grateful to him for his assistance.. The cl~<~t did not
appear, nor vas she represented..

The effect of section $5(1) of the Social Security Act 1975 is
that a cl~<~nt will not be entitled to att~~~ce allowance
unless either

"(a) he is so severely disabled physioally or mentally that,
by day he requires fram another persan either—

(i) frequent attention throughout the dsy in
connection with his bodily functions, or

(ii) continual supervision th~gbmrt the day in oi~r
to avoid substsntial danger to ><~~elf or others; or



(b) he 18 so severely disabled. physically or mentally that,at night, he requires fram another person either—
(i) prolonged or repeated. attention during the night inconnection with his bodily functions, or

(ii) continual supervision throughout the night in orderto avoid substantial danger to &~self or others."
4. Whether or not a person sat1sfies the aforesa1d conditions orany of them is a matter for the exclusive dete~<~tion of the ~-Attendance Allowance Board. or, where its functions have beendelegated to a medical practitioner, of that medical practitioner.Suqh determi~~tion cannot be upset unless it is erroneous in pointof .law. We have carefully considered. the dete~<~ation of the DMPin the present case, and are satisfied that the only aspect whichis open to doubt is whether or not the DMP applied the proper testin deciding whether the c~~~~t required from another "continualsupervision throughout the .day in order to avoid substantial dangerto himself or others" (section $5(1)(a)(ii)), and if he did so,whether he adequately'xpressed the reasons for his conclusion.The doubt arises from the m~~er in which the DMP applied the"continual supervision" teat and expressed his conclusion in thelight of the claimant~s liabilitv to fits.

5. Before e~m<~~~~ the relevant passage from the DMP'sdecision it is appropriate that we should explain the nature ofthe test. For a cl&~~nt to satisfy section )5(1)(a)(ii) thefollowing elements have to be present. Pirst, the cl~~t'8medical condition must be such that it may give rise to s,substantial danger either to h<~self or someone else. What is asubstantial danger will, of course, depend upon the facts of eachindividual case. The second element that must be present is thatthe substantial danger must not be too remote a possibility. Thefact that it may take the form of an isolated incident does not initself constitute remoteness. Moreover, the mere infrequency ofthe contemplated danger is immaterial. An isolated incident canhave catastrophic effects. In the words of the unreporteddecision on Commissioner~s file C.A. 15/79 (paragraph 9) "If asmall child, escaping the supervision of its mother, runs out of thehouse on to a public highway, that may well, be an isolated incident.But it only requires one such incident for the child to be killedby passing traffic. In my view, the fact that the incidents inquestion were. isolated is noth<~g to the point." The relevantquestion is whether or not the relevant ~r is like+ to occur.If it is, then its infrequency is ~terial.
ylR~o6. The third element which is relevant to the "cont1nualsupervision" test is the need for supervision on the part of someother person to ensure that the cl~~~t avoids the substantialdarer referred to above. Sometimes the cl&m~~t is fully capablehimself of t~k<n~ the appropriate precautions agaQmt the relevant



danger occasioned by his condition. This point was considered in
unreported Decision C.A. 7/7$ at paragraph $ , where the learned
Commissioner observed as follows:

"A number of pronouncements have been made by Co <~sioners
as to the interpreta'tion of the phrase continual
supervision" snd these are mentioned in paragraph 6 of the
Secretary of State~s submission, where referenoe is made to
the unreported Decisions C.A. 5/72, C.A. 6/72, C.A. 7/72,
C.A. 8/72, C.A. 10/72 (to be reported as R(A) 1/7$ ). The
references in that paragraph include one to a decision of the
Chief Commissioner of Northern Ireland, Appeal No.12/72 (AA).
This decision is not binding on a Commissioner appointed in
Great Britain, but it is of course of strong persuasive force.
I wish to point out, however, that the decision must be read.
in the light of the facts with which it dealt. The disabled
person in that case was a lady who, when she needed. help
during the night, was able to summon it. The Chief Commissioner
of Northern Ireland held that a person sleeping within earshot
was not exercising supervision over the Lisabled person and,
on the facts, I respectfully agree with this decision. In my

judgment, a Lisabled person who has the physical and the mental
powers to summon help by'eans of voice or bell, when he or she
needs it, does not require the kind of supervision contemplated
in the National Insurance Act 1970-snd its successor the
National Insurance Act 1972. On the other >~~R, in my
jii~~ent the case must not be taken as an authority establish<~~
that somebody sleeping within earshot of a disabled person is
necessarily not exercising supervision. It msy well be that a
person sleep1ng either in the next room or the same room as the
disabled person should. be held, in some circumstances, to be
exercis1ng supervision over the disabled person. The question
depends upon the facts of the particular case."

7. "Supervision" must of course be dist~pxished from "attention"
with1n section )5(1)(a)(i). In unreported Decision C.A. 6/72 at
paragraph 10 the Commissioner said:—

"At the outset I must point out that section 4(2)(a) +now section
)5(1)(a)(i) and /(1)(b)(ig sneaks

of "attention" whereas
section 4(2 j(b) gow section 55y1)(aj(ii) and >5(1)(bj(ii~
speaks of supervision". It is evident that these two words are
1ntended to denote two different concepts. In my judgment, the
word "attention" denotes a concept of same personal service
of an active nature; for example, helping the disabled person
to bath or eat his fooL, or cooking for him, or dressing a
wound. On the other hand "supervision" denotes a more passive
concept, such as being in the same room with the disabled
person so as to be prepared to intervene if necessary; but not
actually inte~~<~g eave in emergencies."



The notion of preparedness to intervene if necessary is expressedagain in paragraph 9 of Decision R(k) 2/75 as follows:—
"The object of supervision ie to avoid substantial dangerwhich may or may not in fact azise; so supervision may beprecautionaxy and anticipatory, yet never result inintervention, ox may be ancillaxy to snd part of activeassistance given on specific occasions to the cla4~~t."

Subject to the reservations made at the end of paragraph 9 below weaccept the foregoing statements.

8. The f4~~1 element relevant to the "supervision teat" is thatthe supervision must be continual. In the ope~i~~ words ofparagraph 9 of Decision R(A) 2/75t

"In my opinion the chazacterietic na~~ of "cont>~~al
supervision" is overseeing or watching over considered withreference to its frequency or re arity of recurrence (seeDecision C.A. 5/72 (not reported) paragraph 8) ~

"
Supervision which is only occasionally'r spasmodically required. isinsufficient.

9. One might apply the above in relation to a person subject toepileptic fits as follows. A person subject to epileptic fits maybetween attacks be perfectly capable of loca<~~ after himself andbe well aware of what t>~~~ it is unwise for him to do in case afit came on while he was doing it. Such a person requires nosupervision between attacks. It may be that he requires super-vision during attacks. But unless the attacks are very frequenthe can hardly be said to require continual supervision, even ifit is considered unwise to leave hen alone. On the other hand
some victims of epileptic fits are also mentally handicapped and.
may even between attacks be incapable of appreciating that certainthings are dangerous (e.g. climbing ladders) e.g. because the onsetof an attack at such a moment could be disastrous. Such a person
msy require supervision between, ss well as, during attacks, and it
msy be that in such a csee there is on account of epilepsy alone sneed for continual supervision, though instances of this may be~e. W do not consider th-t a person who might have to intervenein the event of an attack should be regarded as exercising
supervision between attacks by reason only that he might have tointervene in the event of an attack.

10. If a cl~>~nt is to satisfy the "supervision test" he or she
must show that the four elements referred to above are present inhis or her case. Whether or not he or she succeeds vill depend
upon the determination of the Attendance Allowance Board., or the
1KP, as the case may be, but if the cl~i~~t fails, he or she isentitled to know the reasons for such failure. Thus, in sn
epileptic case considered in an unreported decision on
Commissioner's file C.A. 26/79 the learned Commissioner observed
as follows:

"I am most a~~cue not to burden the Board or their delegates
with requirements of impracticable particularity. But it



does seem to me to be important in the case of epileptics
that if the board or one of its delegates is of opinion that
it is perfectly safe to leave the epileptic subject to fits
unsupervised on the ground that he or she will not come to
any harm if he has a fit when unattended they should say so
expressly and not leave it to implication. Only if it is
stated expressly can one be sure that the flQ1 implications
of what is being said are appreciated by the Board or their
delegate."

11. In the present case the IMP made the following relevant
observations:

"Having examined the evidence relating to the nature and
frequency of fits I take the view that although it is
possible to suffer serious injury during an epileptic
attack by falling or cho~~~, it is very rare in practice
for such dangers to ~~~ fest themselves and I have no
evidence that she has suffered such major injuries.
Minor injuries such as biting the tongue or lips or minor
abrasions caused by falling are more likely to be
suffered but do not in my medical opinion constitute a
substantial danger. Consequently, I do not accept that
she requires, or has required, continual supervision
throughout the day in order to avoid substantial R~mr
to herself or others."

In our judgment, this statement does not adequately explain «~ the
cls ident does not satisfy the supervision test". The XNP asserts
that the cl~i~~~t has not suffered any major injury whilst under-
going a fit - there is not><~~ to suggest that this conclusion is
erroneous —but he then goes on to express the view that the
occurrence of a ~r which is substantial is very rare. This
assertion is equivocal. It is not clear whether the IMP is
saying that the possibility of any substantial danger occuz;.ring is
so remote that it can properly be disregarded or whether he is
asserting that, although it does happen sometimes, it does not
happen very often. If it is the latter view which he is expressing,
then it is erroneous, in tbat isolated incidents have to be taken
into account notwithstanding their infrequency (see paragraph 5
above). Moreover, we are not entirely sure that it is proper to
regard "biting the tongue", which the IMP concedes is a more frequent
occurrence, as a minor injury. But, in any event, for the reasons
already given it is not clear that the IMP applied the proper test
in determining the effect of falling or cho~~~ during the course of
an epileptic fit, and, whether or not he did, the grounds for his
reaching his conclusion are inadequately expressed. The cl~i~t is
entitled to a clearer exposition.

12'f~ when the attendance allowance Board. or the IMP, as the
case may be, comes to reconsider the matter, the view is taken that
another person can do nothing to prevent the onset of an epileptic
attack, and that that person's supervision w111 be confined to
preventing a substantial danger arising during the course of such
attack, and if further, on the facts, it is concluded that the



occurrence of such attacks is likely to be very infrequent, then, in

our 'judgment, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the

relevant supervision cannot on azar footing be re ded as "conti~~".
In so far as the final ~magraph of Decision R(k) 1/81 indicates the

contrary, we specifically disapprove of the views there e~ressed, and

they should not be followed.

1$. The decision of the IMP is erroneous in point of law, and

accordingly it is set aside. Ve allow this appeal.

(Signed) I 0 Griffiths
Chief Commissioner

(Signed) J G Monroe
Commissioner

(Signed) D G Rice
Commissioner
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